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Introduction: 
As cooperatives enter a new era collectively and face new and different stages of  growth, 

unique and customized approaches to challenges and transformation are being considered at 

increasing rates. These approaches may even be required, in order to ferry cooperatives across the 

new waters of  uncharted territory.  Institutionalization of  food cooperatives, competition, 

corporate power houses all have their place in the new era and will capture their own unique 

market share. Still the beauty, strength, and power of  cooperatives, position the food cooperative 

with their own unique role to play in capturing their own market share in partnership with the 

communities they emerge to serve.  It is in these areas of  uncharted territory, as well as old  

challenges that some of  the evolutionary answers to on-going concerns, have the opportunity to 

emerge.  Cooperatives have a unique opportunity to respond to what is being asked of  them… to 

evolve.  To do things differently, to build on their strengths and change what doesn’t work. To 

borrow the best practices of  traditional businesses combined with the cooperative best practices is 

a recipe for thriving and mastering the model successfully! Often, our challenges, concerns, and 

issues all call us and lead us to the edge of  our own growth.  The question is, will we respond 

kicking and screaming with resistance, or will we open the door of  opportunity available to us.   

During my ten year stay in the largest cooperative in the Southeast, I’ve certainly seen my 

share of  the rise and fall of  cooperatives.  I’ve been fortunate enough to also witness the rise, fall, 

and rise from the fall, of  one cooperative near and dear to my own heart, Sevananda Natural 

Foods Market.  
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One response to dynamics, issues, and challenges consistently seen in the cooperative 

landscape could be the team approach to leadership as well as adding temporary and/or 

permanent bridge roles to key departments within your organization.  One of  these key roles 

being introduced might be a Cooperative Director or Cooperative Managing Director which 

reports directly to the board and works in collaboration with or as lead to a General Manager, if  

that defining line is needed.  The role and responsibilities of  a Cooperative Director are created 

out of  a desire to place balanced emphasis on the association of  owners in a way which truly 

meets their needs and allows them to contribute and participate in their co-op as an integral part 

of  its future. It is also created out of  a need to fully support and integrate both the operation and 

the cooperative membership association and their collective solutions to repeated challenges, 

goals, objectives, vision and desires.  It sends a message that the people of  the coop or the 

association which the cooperative exists to serve, are a key component in mastering model. This 

aspect can easily be overlooked juxtaposed to the day to day demands of  running a retail 

operation. It also provides an opportunity to balance the scales and fill the many gaps which 

appear over and over again within cooperatives, as these very unique organizations attempt to 

master the cooperative model.  In addition to supporting the roles of  the Board, GM, and 

Member Services Manager, this role offers a bridge between the cooperative association and the 

cooperative operation to seamlessly intersect, interact, and be interdependent in a way which 

creates a strong and sustainable foundation from which the overall organization and cooperative 

model can thrive!  

Observations: 

In 2009, as part of  personal and professional goals, I had the opportunity to co-establish a 

cooperative radio program with a few of  the Atlanta Cooperative Round Table partners in our 

community.  Some of  the partners were WRFG 89.3FM, Bond Federal Community Credit 

Union, Federation for Southern Cooperatives, Sevananda Natural Foods Market, and more. The 

show was called Co-op 101 and served as an engagement tool for, members, general community, 

and cooperative industry leaders. It also served as a promotional and education tool.  The 

program was offered in the spirit of  three of  the seven cooperative principles.   

* Principle #5 Education and training 

* Principle #6 Cooperation among cooperatives 

* Principle #7 Concern for community  
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I had the rare opportunity to engage with other cooperatives, their leadership and staff,co-

op consultants, and other leading organizations within the cooperative landscape today.  From 

the NCG, NCB and NCBA to the community local bicycle cooperative.  The program also 

served as a platform for co-op industry leaders to share more about the cooperative landscape, 

cooperative issues and concerns, as well as specific challenges being faced. Solutions for 

progressive change were abundant. Food safety, nutrition, wellness, co-op education and more 

were topics of  discussion. Because of  this program, Sevananda played a key role in bringing 

GMO awareness to our members and community, while leading the charge to create a tipping 

point in shopping patterns in partnership with Jeffrey Smith and the Institute for Responsible 

Technology.  The show had a huge impact and ripple impact on our community. 

Interviewing, researching, observing, and experiencing many cooperative General 

Managers, Member Service Managers, Boards, Staff, Owners,Vendors, and communities within 

the cooperative world, including Sevananda, it is clear that some of  the same issues emerge over 

and over again, especially as cooperatives grow.  These repetitive issues could be seen as isolated, 

but in truth they are symptoms of  a larger challenge many cooperatives face as they begin to 

expand and grow and experience a need to interact with more and more stakeholders throughout 

that growth process.  It is my opinion, that these repetitive challenges are calling us to our growth 

edge and evolution. With 20/20 foresight, one can see and intellectually understand that as 

things grow, so should our strategies, practices, processes, etc.  However, more often than not, this 

does not occur.   

While the Member Services Manager holds the key to the cooperative aspects of  the 

organization and keeps them alive and the GM focuses on maintaining the operation whatever 

that operation may be.  In the case of  the food cooperative, both General Managers, Member 

Services Managers, and Boards quite often find themselves overwhelmed with the demands of  

the day to day operation and the cooperative. It leaves little time to truly dig deep into focusing 

on applying the unique aspects that make cooperatives the truly special and unique models they 

are, or to properly engage with owners, staff, vendors, and community to strategically plan for 

their collective future and meet challenges head on.  

For over ten years I’ve watched, observed, worked alongside, and became confidant to six 

regimes of  General Managers and Interim General Management Teams, so I’ve gotten clear 

about what works as well as what not to do.  The General Manager has a huge responsibility and 
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multiple moving parts which demand their attention. Through all the regimes, I watched each 

struggle to get it all right and a slow diminishing of  their energy in meeting the demands of  the 

position, alone. Succeeding in some areas and faltering in others, usually the same exact areas 

over and over again, and even with the transition of  leadership, the same challenges would 

consistently emerge. Why stress one person, when we’re serving in an environment which was 

created to be collaborative.  

From my perspective and the perspective of  many in the cooperative industry, collaboration 

is the name of  the game, for those who succeed in mastering this model. The leadership is an 

appropriate place to begin.  Part of  the team may be focused on day to day. The other part 

focused on future.  The idea of  the lone GM, can work and works for many. However ushering in 

a new era of  success utilizing this model begs for an evolutionary change to support the growing 

demands placed one person.   Depending on the size of  the cooperative, one GM may 

accommodate goals, however it is clear a team approach provides a healthier and more 

sustainable foundation for leadership to be strong.  GMs attempt to facilitate networking to bring 

resources to the organization as a whole, project future movements of  the cooperative 

association, plan capital campaigns, and create plans for out of  compliance items in the monthly 

monitoring reports, while in day to day activities which at this cooperative really need their total 

attention.  In this new era of  cultivating healthy cooperatives, creating processes that support 

growth and sustainability versus consistently putting out fires, will go a long way in creating 

healthy co-op culture in the short and long term. They do their best, but often, these things are 

rushed and thrown together to meet a deadline and then never looked at again until the next year 

when that monitoring report comes up. Meanwhile a lot of  damage can occur within that time 

without the proper follow up and facilitation to support what has been reported, planned, or 

envision to happen. This happens over and over again. By that time, no one remembers what was 

said or put in place.  After attending all the member services/marketing conferences, workshops, 

consulting, discussions, etc., it’s pretty clear the member services manager is more than likely the 

next most overworked person in the cooperative, next to the GM.  They attempt to manage the 

day to day demands of  the operation while planning all future needs of  the cooperative 

association’s sub departments which within each there could be a mini co-op of  it’s own. It 

doesn’t work. Something or many things get missed. Events, activities, promotions, owner 

relations and administration, member education, staff  training, signage, owner meetings, 
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elections, owner drives, and then of  course all special projects, and  duties that just show up out 

of  the blue, that no else can or wants to do.  And having to do it while serving up a cup of  tea 

and a smile.  

Solutions: 

Serving in the cooperative world, I have found that there are key intersections of  roles 

which beg to be integrated and applied to day to day operations, but more importantly to long 

term planning strategies in an effort to continuously create the sustainable foundation and futures 

we speak of  and consistently strive for.   These are aspects which if  consistently facilitated daily, 

weekly, monthly, in many cases, can assist in avoiding or even resolving many of  the issues that 

arise in the co-op work environment and within a variety of  relationship dynamics.  Some of  

those roles are the Board, the Member Services Manager, and the GM.  Creating an integrated 

approach of  these three roles helps to create a collective mindset which trickles down into the 

organization. The role of  Cooperative Director can be utilized to support decision-making, 

communication, owner engagement, portions of  policy governance, ends statement, or any other 

cooperative best practice. The Cooperative Director becomes that integrated role on behalf  of  

the Board/Owners, The Member Services Manager, and the GM as well as leading the charge 

on Co-op Model Education, Policy Governance, Fiduciary Relationship, and harnessing the 

collective power, vision, and desires of  the owners toward a collective directive envision by, and 

on behalf  of  all three. 

One of  the dynamics that frequently emerges in an unhealthy co-op culture is a denial that 

corrections are even necessary in specific areas or a refusal or resistance to listening to feedback 

that is consistently being broadcast in a variety of  forms.  This feedback is critical to the success 

of  the cooperative model. With the support of  a team approach or an in-house Cooperative 

Director, General Managers or Managers or Board members who fear linkage simply because it 

may expose a “weakness” on their part are consistently offered the opportunity to shift to a 

healthy mindset which continuously welcomes change as well as consistent feedback toward that 

end. In collaboration with the GM and the Board, a plan is devised to consistently obtain 

feedback from the three key relationships outlined in the policy governance documents (vendors, 
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staff, owners), and facilitated on a regular basis.  The feedback is collected, tabulated, and 

applied.  This simple act infused into the daily, weekly, monthly, life of  any organization keeps it 

moving progressively toward something better allowing for an organic evolution which supports 

sustainability and celebrates each contributor to the process.  In time, it becomes part of  the 

organization’s culture and gives rise to the healthy cooperative culture they each seek.  In a 

healthy cooperative culture, consistent feedback is encouraged and a necessity in ushering not 

only the GM, but the whole organization into the next level of  their growth, transformation and 

evolution. Like symptoms of  disease of  imbalance in our body, symptoms also emerge within 

organizations to show us where we need to focus our attention toward improvements.  

Continuously monitoring this activity is recommended  if  we are to usher in a new era seamlessly. 

 A couple more dynamics observed are the cookie cutter approach often applied to on-

going issues or looking outside of  the organization for every answer, growing dependent on 

something or someone external.  It’s okay to get some assistance and support when needed, but 

dependency can easily create an unhealthy environment.  In addition, the organization never gets 

to fly on its own or learn from it’s challenges in a way that sticks.  In turn, the same mistakes are 

repeated, even in the midst of  knowing they exist.  A helpless resignation dynamic enters in and 

hopes of  elevation of  the organization are once again put on the back burner. This leads to even 

more external dependency in many cases, and doesn't support a cooperative model environment 

which attempts to apply principle number four, which eloquently states cooperatives are 

autonomous and independent.  Here, self-determination is the key. 

Communication, legal action by unhappy owners, owner/board relationship breakdown, 

staff/management relationship breakdown, staff  grievances,low staff  morale and high staff  

turnover and resigned attitudes, Board/GM relationship breakdown, vendor/manager 

relationship breakdown, policy governance operations/co-op confusion, broken trust within the 

fiduciary relationship, perceptions around proper transparency, accountability, integrity 

demonstrated by their Boards, detachment from cooperative values and principles and co-op best 

practices, falling back on traditional mindsets decision-making  and practices, and the list goes 

on.  I heard a cooperative consultant say once, that members are always disgruntled, taking legal 

action, or picketing a store, this is “normal”  co-op dynamics and should be expected. Just stay 

focused on the operation while all that is going on and you’ll be fine”.  I also heard a Board 

member say once, “lawsuits in a business are “normal”.  Just put the line item in the budget and 
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keep it moving”.  I had a hard time with this because I could clearly see how much of  it could be 

avoided with a few tweeks to our practices and process or lack thereof.  

The Cooperative Model is a good one. Like a model car or plane, if  and when all the parts 

of  the model are utilized and put together, the model is mastered and complete.  If  any of  the 

parts of  the model aren’t utilized, many cooperatives find themselves experiencing some of  or all 

of  the symptoms listed above.   In most cooperatives, general managers run the operation and 

the cooperative. They are often overworked, fragmented, and very seldom focused upon the 

direction of  the cooperative/association might take, as the needs of  the operation often outweigh 

the needs of  the cooperative/association from day to day.  Some master it, some don’t.  The 

Member Services Manager too, has their hands full with the running of  the cooperative 

association and all of  the things that fall within their domain.  In addition all of  the other things 

that certainly fall outside of  their immediate domain, are also expected to be accomplished 

because they are things that are critical and no one else can do or has the time to do.  So the 

pressure is consistently on. Why do we choose to work this way when we don’t always have to?   

Don’t get me wrong, I understand there are times when everyone has to do what they have to do 

and just get it done.  And financial constraints often determine whether or not we have the luxury 

to move to another lever.  However, if  we have the opportunity to work toward something better 

or take a new approach, and can create the time and a plan to change things, often times it can 

pay off  in the short and long term as well as impact the cooperative in a way which improves the 

overall co-op culture and functionality.  I’ve also had the opportunity to see this in action. It 

works. 

The cooperative needs, principles, values, best practices are often put on the back burner 

because it’s needs are subtle, unseen, and less immediate. The lack of  paying attention to the 

cooperative is revealed only when it is too late to save it. Watching the rise, fall, and rise from the 

fall of  a cooperative, I’ve had a front row seat as to the critical aspects of  a cooperative 

organization which make it successful as well as what creates a sinking ship swiftly moving in a 

downward spiral.  It all begins with something very subtle that grows like a boulder if  gone 

unrecognized, unchecked, and unresolved.  Very much like the unseen aspects of  disease, slowly 

growing in symptoms until it becomes physical and very present.  Sevananda is standing at a 

great time to build upon the rising retail operation, but to also create a balance by fully apply all 
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the aspects which also allow the cooperative association to rise and support the operation through 

strategic and organic collaboration.  

Many cooperatives focus solely on their operational needs and forget to feed the immediate 

needs of  the cooperative/association with the same integrity, commitment,and priority.  Some 

simply don’t know how, some know how but don’t have the time, and some don’t think it’s really 

that important.  The cooperative/association has it’s own needs and appetite that needs to be fed 

consistently not only to sustain itself, but to successfully sustain the operation. One hand washes 

the other, but I’ve seen evidence and I  trust that one also is the foundation for the other.  I came 

to this realization as I sat in that front row seat I mentioned earlier.  

With each leadership transition, we can often witness new mindsets, agendas, and 

traditional business practices. Fresh new perspectives are great for the cooperative. However, 

traditional mindsets, agendas, and business practices can be detrimental to the very essence of  

the cooperative model and more importantly it’s spirit.  The cooperative principles, values, triple 

bottom line as a strong foundation and an unwavering adherence to them, is strong enough to 

stop incoming mindsets of  traditional business practices in their tracks and stabilize the 

organization. But if  that foundation doesn’t exist, the balance is upset and the organization 

moves into decline. The cooperative spirit is delicate, fragile, resilient and powerful.  But it has it’s 

limits and must be protected at all costs.  Hammering a square peg into a round hole doesn’t 

work.  If  fresh ideas, solutions and perspectives can be channelled through the cooperative lens or 

at least filtered, the cooperative can be elevated and enter a new realm of  possibility, which many 

trust, it was designed to do.  Without that filter, destruction can occur.  Those who have mastered 

traditional business models and practices are commended for their work and in that world, they 

probably should be, for they are doing exactly what they were hired to do.  That same person 

within the cooperative arena, however, without proper guidance and facilitation into a healthy 

cooperative culture, can wreak havoc on the delicate balance which exists on an already healthy 

cooperative culture. It can bring the whole operation to it’s knees.  Imposing a top down will 

upon the democratic environment the model supports, erodes the very fabric upon which the 

model was built. Gone unchecked it is only a matter of  time before and imbalance in created. 
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It can first begin with a subtle shift in mindset and with that alone creates in interesting 

dynamic on it’s own.  Next Communication lessens and more frequent minor and major 

decisions occur. Communication, if  any becomes crisis-based. Decisions themselves, and the 

purpose behind them become the message or communication to all stakeholders, which results in 

a disconnect.  This disconnect is a reflection of  the very mindset that created the disconnect.  

Within this mindset, building relationships aren’t a priority or seen as a core aspect or backbone 

of  the business.  Relationships built on mutual respect which over time builds trust is the way to 

go.  It begins with a breakdown in relationships, not a breakdown in finances or cash. It begins 

with a lack of  adherence to the cooperative principles the cooperative model was founded on, the 

cooperative values, and triple bottom line approach to business.  It begins with the idea that co-

op education isn’t really necessary.  It begins with a mindset that says, these terms are great, but 

no one will miss them if  we just leave a few of  them out of  our business practices.  However, the 

result of  doing that can be both felt and seen.  Staff  morale decreases, inspired action disappears 

and paid drones emerge.  Owner complaints rise and owner petitions, lawsuits, or owners ban 

together to rise up against leadership. Customer counts and basket size decrease as those who 

engage in the cooperative for the those very reasons, notice those things are no longer present. 

Let all that simmer and you have the fall of  a cooperative and shortly thereafter, the fall of  your 

operation.  As the community that has been built no longer has something to connect them to it, 

in that special unique way that says  “we’re different”, we’re unique, and we’re proud of  it”, we 

want to share it with our owners, and the world.  With this perspective, we can begin to see how 

certain dynamics repeat themselves.  

During my 10 years in a cooperative environment, I got to see it’s rise, fall, and restoration 

and all of  the ingredients for failure as well as success.  I dare to demand that we answer the call 

to expand beyond our growth edge and evolve to a self-determined place that fits us like a glove. 

I’m sure there are many options that can be explored. One I submit it’s time for, is to begin 

Sevananda’s next phase of  evolution with the introduction of  the role of  a GM team which 

includes a Cooperative Director or what some call the Cooperative Managing Director.  This role 

specifically provides an opportunity to take the best of  the three key components of  the 

organization and integrate them in a way which comprehensively and holistically supports the 

organization as a whole.  The three core leadership components being the Board, GM, Member 
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Services, plus the three key support level aspects the organization, being the operation (staff/

vendors), and owners (the cooperative association.) 

Some of  the aspects which can go unaddressed or neglected that have a significant impact 	

	 on the organization are as follows: 

*Self-Determination 

An organization which determines for itself  (by it’s owners) which direction it will go, which 

	 partners it will align with, and what strategic actions it will take to achieve those goals.  If  	

	 the organization isn’t clear on this, it will find itself  being enveloped by external 	 	

	 circumstance, ideas, organizations, etc., blowing wherever the wind blows and never really 

	 accomplishing the needs, desires, of  those whom the model was created to serve in the 	

	 first place, it’s owners.  

*Servant Leader Management and Service-oriented staff. 

*Cooperative Principles, Values, Triple Bottom Line, Ends 

*Engagement: Listening,Owner Mtg, Activities,Written/Visual/Interactive 	 	 	

	 Communication 

*Serving as owner, staff, vendor liaison to Board 

*Policy Governance: Treatment of  Vendors, Staff, Owners,Community/Shoppers 

*On-going Owner Drives 

*Board Relations, Board objectives, goals, parameters 

*Decision Making 

*Processes/Systems 

*Communication 

*Relations 

*Special Projects for owners to rally around, capital campaigns, etc. 

*Board community Outreach 

*Community Relationships/Partnerships 
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With these aspects monitored and systems to do so in place, the cooperative is in a better 

position to properly maximize the model and the operation is in a better position to be fully 

supported and sustained, as the organization/association aspect of  the business is also 

strengthened. Last but not least, the spirit of  cooperation can support the operation in ways 

beyond our understanding or tangible and linear comprehension. “ When the spirit dies, the 

body dies” is a fitting metaphor for the success or lack there of, of  a cooperative. 

It’s an exciting time for cooperatives everywhere.  I’m especially excited about the one right 

here at home in Atlanta, GA, Sevananda Natural Foods Market. The lotus of  cooperatives is on 

the rise and it is alive, growing, and positioning itself  to be a thought leader in our community!  

With a team approach to the new leadership there’s nothing that can’t be accomplished.  A GM 

team made up of  2-4 depending on how large or small your cooperative is. Two key members of  

hat team would consist of  a GM focused upon the retail operation, as well as a Cooperative 

Director focused upon the cooperative association working collaboratively toward a vibrant more 

sustainable future, in service to their owners and will have a significantly profound impact on the 

community and allow the organization once and for all to master the cooperative model and 

thrive! 
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